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Unlike other brands, TASKI® auto scrubbers eliminate 

“hidden” or uncleanable machine areas where 

pathogens linger, helping to reduce odors and risk 

of contamination. TASKI® machines also have fewer 

parts – for reliability, durability and less maintenance. 

TASKI® machines’ ergonomic design and safety 

features provide extra protection and comfort for 

operators. Superb maneuverability and braking reduce 

the possibility of accidents in operation. Likewise, 

batteries are isolated away from liquid tanks, out of 

reach during normal operation.

TASKI® IntelliFlow™ and IntelliTrail® technologies ensure 

proper cleaning while reducing water/chemical usage, water 

trails, and labor costs while optimizing equipment utilization.

Patented squeegees and direct pickup leave floors cleaner 

and dryer, reducing extra labor associated with trail  

mopping and baseboard cleaning while reducing the risk  

of slip and falls.

TASKI® auto scrubbers and ergodisc 1200 extend floor care 

cycles and reduce the need for chemical stripping when used 

with Diversey floor finishes, cleaners and maintainers.

TASKI® Solutions For Atriums, Cafeterias  
And Large Area Floors

TASKI® machines offer advanced cleaning technology, ergonomic design, ease of use and  

low maintenance. These features increase efficiency, efficacy and return on investment.
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XP-R XP-M

TASKI® swingo® 855B and 1255B
Mid-Sized Walk-Behind Autoscrubbers  

These auto scrubbers balance maneuverability 
and productivity. A dual-axle system allows these 
machines to literally turn on the spot.

TASKI® swingo® 2100µicro and 2500B
Ride-On Autoscrubbers  

These auto scrubbers balance maneuverability 
and productivity. A dual-axle system allows 
these machines to literally turn on the spot.

Machines engineered for  
productivity, with easy operation  
and maintenance, plus excellent 
cleaning and drying results.

 

Machines engineered for  
productivity, with easy operation  
and maintenance, plus excellent 
cleaning and drying results.

 

TASKI® Autoscrubber productivity
features, combined with larger
scrub paths for even greater
large area efficiency.   

swingo® XP-R provides round disc
cleaning for locations requiring
intensive heavy duty cleaning.

swingo® XP-M offers micro rotational
cleaning for locations where 
maximum autonomy is ideal.   

TASKI® robotics solutions can  
double productivity, reduce water 
consumption and differentiate  
your organization.

TASKI® swingo® 1650B and 1850B
Large Walk-Behind Autoscrubbers  
Newly improved, large, walk-behind auto scrubbers 
provide long work times and brushes that perfectly 
follow the floor profile for outstanding soil removal.

TASKI® swingo® XP-R and XP-M
Stand-On Autoscrubbers  
The new generation of TASKI® swingo® XP  
machines delivers the comfort of stand-on  
cleaning with all-wheel steering and  
unmatched visibility.  

TASKI® Intellibot® SWINGOBOT 1650™/ 
DUOBOT 1850™ Robotic Autoscrubbers  
These autonomous hard surface scrubbers 
improve cleaning consistency and reduce 
cleaning costs.SWINGOBOT 1650 DUOBOT 1850
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TASKI® Solutions For Atriums,   
Cafeterias And Large Area Floors 


